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" Monsieur," replied the Regent, in a loud and animated tone,
" M. du Maine is my brother-in-law, but I prefer an open enemy
to a hidden one."
At this great declaration several lowered their heads. The
Marshal de Villeroy nearly swooned; sighs began to make
themselves heard near me, as though by stealth; everybody
felt by this that the scabbard was thrown away.
The Keeper of the Seals, to make a diversion, proposed to
read the speech he had prepared to serve as preface to the
decree to be read at the Bed of Justice, abrogating the Parlia-
ment decrees; as he was finishing it, some one entered to say
he was asked for at the door.
He went out, returning immediately afterwards, not to his
place, but to M. le Due d'Orl^ans, whom he took into a window,
meditative silence reigning around. The Regent having re-
turned back to his place, said to the company, he had received
information that the Chief President of the Parliament, not-
withstanding the reply previously made, had proposed that the
Parliament should not go to the Tuileries, asking, " What it
was to do in a place where it would not be free ?" that he had
proposed to send a message to the King, stating that "his
Parliament would hear his wishes in their ordinary place of
meeting, whenever it should please him to come or to send."
The Regent added that these propositions had made consider-
able sensation, and that the Parliament were at that moment
debating upon them. The Council appeared much astounded
at this news, but M. le Due d'Ori^ans said, in a very composed
manner, that he did not expect a refusal; he ordered the Keeper
of the Seals, nevertheless, to propose such measures as it would
be best to take, supposing the motion of the Chief President
should be carried.
The Keeper of the Seals declared that he could not believe
the Parliament would be guilty of this disobedience, contrary
to all law and usage. He showed at some length that nothing
was so pernicious as to expose the King's authority to a formal
opposition, and decided in favour of the immediate interdiction
of the Parliament if it fell into this fault. M. le Due d'Orl&tns
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